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Frequency and Speech Rate on the

Intelligibility, Communication Efficiency,
and Perceived Naturalness

of Synthetic Speech

Jennifer M. Vojtech,a,b Jacob P. Noordzij Jr.,a,b Gabriel J. Cler,b,c and Cara E. Steppa,b,c,d
Purpose: This study investigated how modulating
fundamental frequency (f0) and speech rate differentially
impact the naturalness, intelligibility, and communication
efficiency of synthetic speech.
Method: Sixteen sentences of varying prosodic content
were developed via a speech synthesizer. The f0 contour
and speech rate of these sentences were altered to produce
4 stimulus sets: (a) normal rate with a fixed f0 level, (b) slow
rate with a fixed f0 level, (c) normal rate with prosodically
natural f0 variation, and (d) normal rate with prosodically
unnatural f0 variation. Sixteen listeners provided orthographic
transcriptions and judgments of naturalness for these stimuli.
Results: Sentences with f0 variation were rated as more
natural than those with a fixed f0 level. Conversely,
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sentences with a fixed f0 level demonstrated higher
intelligibility than those with f0 variation. Speech rate did
not affect the intelligibility of stimuli with a fixed f0 level.
Communication efficiency was highest for sentences
produced at a normal rate and a fixed f0 level.
Conclusions: Sentence-level f0 variation increased
naturalness ratings of synthesized speech, whether the
variation was prosodically natural or not. However, these
f0 variations reduced intelligibility. There is evidence of a
trade-off in naturalness and intelligibility of synthesized
speech, which may impact future speech synthesis
designs.
Supplemental Material: https://doi.org/10.23641/asha.
8847833
Functional speech is described as using speech to
convey needs, wants, feelings, or preferences in
a way that others can successfully understand

(American Speech-Language-Hearing Association, 2015).
It is a critical factor in maintaining employment, pursuing
education, establishing relationships, and participating in
social activities (L. J. Garcia, Laroche, & Barrette, 2002;
Hegde & Freed, 2011; Lúcio, Perilo, Vicente, & Friche, 2013).
Many augmentative and alternative communication (AAC)
devices incorporate speech synthesis methods to enable
individuals with limited functional speech capabilities (e.g.,
as a result of stroke, traumatic brain injury, spinal cord
injury, amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, or chronic Guillain–
Barré syndrome) to communicate with others. Yet, despite
enabling speech capabilities for these individuals, synthe-
sized speech often fails to incorporate the prosodic cues we
find in natural speech, such as using voice quality, pitch
contour, or timing to convey emotion, mood, or personality
(Drager, Reichle, & Pinkoski, 2010; Evitts & Searl, 2006;
Fucci, Reynolds, Bettagere, & Gonzales, 1995; Kangas &
Allen, 1990; McCall, Marková, Murphy, Moodie, & Collins,
1997). Thus, AAC users cannot manipulate the synthesized
speech to convey an emotional state, irony, or emphasis, and
listeners must often derive meaning through only the words
Disclosure: The authors have declared that no competing interests existed at the time
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in the message. This leads to increased effort for both the
speaker and the listener: For example, an AAC user might
need to use more words to inform the listener of an urgent
situation, rather than relying on tone and speech rate to
convey the urgency. Similarly, without the prosodic cues
found in natural speech, the listener may require a higher
cognitive processing load to accurately decode the message
(Evitts & Searl, 2006; McCall et al., 1997).

The development of an AAC interface that incorpo-
rates prosody may be an important step toward improving
the quality of life of these individuals. Allowing users to
directly control prosody may lead to increased system com-
plexity and cognitive load for the user. As a result, most
work into synthesized speech prosody involves automatically
generating prosodic contours within text-to-speech (TTS)
systems (e.g., Dutoit, Pagel, Pierret, Bataille, & Van der
Vreken, 1996; Reddy & Rao, 2016; Rendel, Fernandez,
Hoory, & Ramabhadran, 2016; Scordilis & Gowdy, 1989).
A variety of algorithms are used to automatically generate
prosody, generally relying on linguistic rules or inferring
phrase structure directly from the text input. Another method
under development is voice conversion, in which the user’s
linguistic content could be mapped onto target spectral and
prosodic features of a given natural voice (Toda et al., 2016;
Wester, Wu, & Yamagishi, 2016; Zhao, Kuruvilla-Dugdale,
& Song, 2018). Despite these technical advances, the extent to
which different, basic prosodic cues differentially affect the
reception of synthesized speech has not yet been adequately
studied. In the current study, we investigate the extent to which
basic suprasegmental prosodic cues impact a listener’s reception
of synthesized speech. Results will inform the implementation
of effective suprasegmental prosodic control in AAC devices.

Naturalness and Intelligibility
Two global descriptors of speech have been employed

to capture the effects of various prosodic cues on speech:
naturalness and intelligibility. Speech naturalness can be
described as “how speech conforms to the listener’s standards
of rate, rhythm, intonation, and stress patterning and if it
conforms to the syntactic structure of the utterance being
produced” (Yorkston, Beukelman, Strand, & Bell, 2010,
p. 288). By integrating perceptual cues from respiratory,
phonatory, and articulatory systems, naturalness allows lis-
teners to focus on the meaning of the message (Ratcliff,
Coughlin, & Lehman, 2002). Distinct from naturalness,
speech intelligibility refers to the degree to which the speaker’s
utterance is understood by a listener (Hustad, Beukelman, &
Yorkston, 1998; Lindblom, 1990; Tjaden, Kain, & Lam, 2014;
Yorkston, Strand, & Kennedy, 1996); intelligibility allows
listeners to focus on recognizing the words in a message.
Speech intelligibility in standard listening and speaking envi-
ronments is used as a measure that is reflective of the speaker
rather than the performance of the listener (Hustad et al., 1998).

Naturalness and intelligibility have previously been
implemented as tools for (a) evaluating the acceptability of
synthesized speech as an output from an AAC device (see
Pampoulou, 2018), (b) examining the effects of various
876 American Journal of Speech-Language Pathology • Vol. 28 • 875–
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speaker and listener factors on the resulting speech output
(e.g., Jones, Berry, & Stevens, 2007; Ratcliff et al., 2002),
(c) comparing synthesized speech outputs between AAC
devices (e.g., Crabtree, Mirenda, & Beukelman, 1990;
Hustad et al., 1998), and (d) comparing the reception of
synthesized speech to that of typical speech (e.g., Mirenda
& Beukelman, 1987) or dysarthric speech (Drager, Hustad,
& Gable, 2004). Work in these areas has shown that the
naturalness and intelligibility of synthetic speech are each
impacted by speech rate and fundamental frequency (f0);
however, it is unclear how these factors differentially impact
naturalness and intelligibility.

Speech Rate
Speech rate is commonly defined as words or phonemes

produced per minute, including pauses (Tsao, Weismer, &
Iqbal, 2006). Previous studies examining speech rate found
that decreasing the rate of natural speech (typical: Aihong,
Chundan, & Jingjing, 2014; dysarthric: Yorkston &
Beukelman, 1981b) and synthetic speech (Syrdal et al., 2012;
Venkatagiri, 1991) presentations each led to increases in
intelligibility. Conversely, increases in rate with fewer and
shorter pauses led to improvements in perceived naturalness
of typical speech (Yorkston, Hammen, Beukelman, & Traynor,
1990) and synthetic speech (Ratcliff et al., 2002). Yet, it must
be noted there are two methods for modulating speech rate
that may affect the interpretability of these results. One
method is to statically increase or decrease rate, such that
syllables or phonemes are all stretched or compressed by
the same amount, respectively (Aihong et al., 2014; Ratcliff
et al., 2002; Syrdal et al., 2012; Venkatagiri, 1991; Yorkston
et al., 1990). The second method is to mimic the speech rate
changes produced in natural speech, in which pauses and
vowels are lengthened whereas consonants stay relatively
constant (Yorkston & Beukelman, 1981b; Yorkston et al.,
1990). In a related study, Tjaden, Sussman, and Wilding
(2014) found no significant improvements in intelligibility
when speakers were asked to naturally reduce their articula-
tory rate, wherein the speed of articulatory gestures is
computed without accounting for pause frequency (Tsao
et al., 2006). Overall, the results of these studies suggest a
complex relationship with regard to global speech timing be-
tween the naturalness and intelligibility of synthesized speech.

Fundamental Frequency Contours
Sentence-level measures of f0 have also been implicated

in influencing the naturalness and intelligibility of speech.
Although mean f0 level is not an influential factor on per-
ceived naturalness of synthesized speech (Ratcliff et al., 2002),
Meltzner and Hillman (2005) demonstrated that sentence-
level modulations to f0 did affect the perceived naturalness
of atypical (i.e., nonnatural) speech. Specifically, the authors
examined naturalness ratings of electrolaryngeal (EL) speech
that was modulated using a combination of enhancements,
which included increasing low-frequency energy, reducing
noise, and introducing f0 variation to mimic prosodically
886 • July 2019
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natural pitch intonation. It was observed that EL speech stim-
uli with any type of modulation that included prosodically
natural variations in f0 were rated as sounding the most natural
in comparison to typical speech. However, further work must
be done to determine how sentence-level modulations to f0
impact the perceived naturalness of synthesized speech.

Previous work also examined how f0 contours affect
intelligibility. Tjaden and Wilding (2011) observed decreases
in f0 variation relative to typical speakers when speakers
with dysarthria (i.e., impoverished, natural speech) were
instructed to reduce their articulatory rate. The authors
speculated that there may be a relationship between reduced
articulatory rate and f0 variation that could detrimentally
affect measures of intelligibility. Additionally, studies have
shown that flattening natural f0 variations to produce mono-
pitch speech reduces the intelligibility of both typical and
dysarthric speech (Bunton, Kent, Kent, & Duffy, 2001;
Laures & Weismer, 1999; Watson & Schlauch, 2008).
Conversely, Tjaden, Kain, and Lam (2014) found that
enhancing sentence-level f0 variation of habitual speech did
not produce any meaningful improvement in the intelligibility
of resynthesized speech. The authors reported that this finding
was unexpected but may be a consequence of participants’
confounding intelligibility with the unnaturalness of the
resynthesized speech. In terms of synthesized speech, mean
f0 level has not been shown to be a large or consistently in-
fluential factor (Venkatagiri, 1991) on intelligibility, and
the effects of f0 variation on intelligibility are inconsistent.
As a result, it is unclear how sentence-level variation in f0
affects the intelligibility of synthesized speech.

Intelligibility and Naturalness Trade-Offs
Klopfenstein (2016) describes an ongoing struggle

with balancing naturalness and intelligibility: Naturalness
is linked to social communication, whereas intelligibility is
often linked to efficacious communication (Anand & Stepp,
2015; Klopfenstein, 2016; Yorkston et al., 2010). An in-
crease in one measure may be accompanied by a decrease
in the other, and vice versa (Nusbaum, Francis, & Henly,
1997). Patel, Connaghan, and Campellone (2013) observed
this relationship in dysarthric speakers, wherein slowed
speech rates improved intelligibility while inadvertently
minimizing prosodic contrasts such as f0, duration, and in-
tensity. These findings may be a result of listeners weighting
different elements of the speech signal when evaluating
intelligibility and perceived naturalness. Specifically, intelli-
gibility is highly dependent on the quality of the acoustic
signal (Lindblom, 1990; Miller, 2013). On the other hand,
perceived naturalness is based on suprasegmental features
(e.g., intonation pattern, syllable stress, timing, and word
juncture; Lindblom, 1990; Yorkston et al., 1990) extracted
from the acoustic signal, in addition to verbal and nonverbal
cues (e.g., semantics and gestures; Miller, 2013). Thus, relying
solely on one of these measures may not provide a complete
indication of overall speech function. Additionally, it is
unclear how introducing prosody to synthesized speech dif-
ferentially impacts intelligibility and perceived naturalness.
Vojtech e
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Communication Efficiency Ratio
In addition to naturalness and intelligibility, another

relevant measure to assess speech function may be the
communication efficiency ratio (Miller, 2013; Yorkston &
Beukelman, 1981a). Communication efficiency evaluates
the effectiveness of a conveyed message as the rate of intel-
ligible speech per minute. As a result, communication effi-
ciency depends not only on the words of the message but
also on an additional cue of speaking rate. For instance,
slowing down the overall rate of synthetic speech may be a
good strategy to improve intelligibility, but the decrease in
speed may counteract these improvements in terms of effi-
ciency. Examining speech intelligibility, naturalness, and
listener communication efficiency may allow for a more
comprehensive assessment of speech than using one or two
of these measures alone.

Current Investigation
This study evaluated the extent to which adding

variations in f0 and changes in speech rate impacts the
naturalness, intelligibility, and communication efficiency of
synthesized speech. This study is a necessary step in deter-
mining which simple characteristics of prosody are most
effective in improving the reception of synthesized speech.
Here, f0 was varied at the sentence level using prosodically
“natural” and “unnatural” modulations to evaluate how
type of modulation affects the reception of synthetic speech.
Results will inform future development of simple, automated
prosodic control in AAC systems. For instance, an f0 con-
tour could be automatically generated using general variations
in f0 without the need for linguistic rules or inferring phrase
structure. Normal and reduced speech rates were also com-
pared to examine how synthetic speech reception was
impacted; these results will further inform speech synthesis
development for both social and functional communication.
As such, the following hypotheses are proposed:

1. Reducing the rate of synthesized speech will improve
intelligibility but will reduce communication efficiency
and perceived naturalness.

2. Introducing sentence-level variations in f0 will enhance
perceived naturalness of synthesized speech but will
not significantly impact intelligibility or communication
efficiency.
Method
Listeners

Sixteen listeners aged 18–29 years (seven women,
nine men; M = 21.5 years, SD = 2.9 years) provided ortho-
graphic transcriptions of speech and ratings of speech natural-
ness. The orthographic transcriptions were used to estimate
intelligibility and listener communication efficiency, and
ratings of naturalness were directly extracted to estimate
the perceived naturalness of speech. All participants were
healthy adults who reported no history of voice, speech,
t al.: Fundamental Frequency and Rate on Synthetic Speech 877
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language, or hearing disorders. All participants passed a
bilateral, pure-tone hearing screening at 25 dB HL at 125,
250, 500, 1000, 2000, 4000, and 8000 Hz. All participants
were native speakers of American English; were naive to
speech, language, and hearing sciences; and had no prior
experience with TTS AAC devices.

Speech Stimuli
Sixteen sentences (see Appendix) were synthesized

using the MBROLA 2.00 program (Dutoit et al., 1996).
MBROLA is an algorithm that uses diphone concatenation
to assemble a string of phonemes into a fluid TTS output.
The resulting TTS output is of constant intensity with each
phoneme produced according to user-specified durations
and pitch patterns. This speech synthesizer was chosen due
to its accessibility and versatility: MBROLA is an open-
source system that is compatible with a variety of operating
systems and contains 74 unique voices across 36 languages
that are available for TTS output. Due to its open-source
nature and widespread use in the area of speech synthesis
(e.g., Chabchoub & Cherif, 2011; Chandra & Akila, 2012;
Gibbon & Bachan, 2008; Moreton, 2008; Pierre-Yves,
2003; Schröder & Trouvain, 2003), results can be immedi-
ately extrapolated to AAC development. MBROLA is
available as a speech synthesizer with associated voice data-
bases and takes sequences of phonemes with target durations
and f0 values as input. Thus, it can be combined with other
software, such as the open-source software eSpeak, to act as
a complete TTS system (Panoiu, Rat, & Panoiu, 2016). In
this example, eSpeak would provide spelling-to-phoneme
translations and prosodic information, which MBROLA
would use to generate the desired speech sounds. In the current
study, we investigated how basic modulations to f0 and
speech rate affect the reception of synthesized speech, as
could be generated automatically by an AAC system using
any type of target selection, including direct phoneme selec-
tion, customized (nondictionary) words, or words in any
variety of languages. This is in contrast to combining
MBROLA with a prosodic filter that makes use of linguistic
rules or an inferred phrase structure to generate prosodic
contours. In other words, we sought to examine how direct,
simple modulations (i.e., without the use of linguistic rule-
sets) to suprasegmental prosodic cues impact the intelligibility,
naturalness, and communication efficiency of the TTS
output.

We employed the female “Us1” MBROLA voice/
language database to produce sentences in American English
at a sampling rate of 16 kHz and a fixed f0 of 180 Hz; the
sampling rate and f0 parameters used in this study are defaults
of the voice/language database. Each of the 16 sentences
produced using MBROLA was prosodically unique in terms
of sentence length, utterance form (i.e., statement, question,
or command), and semantic predictability in order to model
a range of utterances that may be heard in daily life. As an
example, the sentence “How are you?” is short in sentence
length, is of question form, and is highly semantically pre-
dictable; in contrast, the sentence “This is my pomegranate
878 American Journal of Speech-Language Pathology • Vol. 28 • 875–
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smoothie, not his” is longer in sentence length, is of statement
form, and is less semantically predictable. Four groups of
sentences were created by altering different aspects of the
16 MBROLA-synthesized sentences, described in detail
below. In summary, modulations to speech rate and varia-
tions in f0 were introduced as follows:

• Group NF: synthesized speech produced at a normal
rate and a fixed f0 level;

• Group SF: synthesized speech produced at a slow
rate and a fixed f0 level;

• Group NN: synthesized speech produced at a normal
rate with variations in f0 to mimic prosodically natu-
ral speech; and

• Group NU: synthesized speech produced at a normal
rate with variations in f0 to mimic prosodically un-
natural speech.

In order to investigate how altering speech rate and
sentence-level f0 variation affect the reception of synthesized
speech, we included sentences produced at a slow speech
rate to examine whether a simple reduction in rate could
improve intelligibility. Additionally, we included sentences
with prosodically natural and unnatural f0 contours to
determine if introducing sentence-level f0 variation could
enhance speech naturalness.
Sentence Groups With a Fixed f0 Level: NF and SF
Two sentence groups were produced as direct outputs

from the MBROLA program. The sentences of this first
set were generated at constant rate of 95 ms/phoneme with
no specified pitch pattern; the resulting sentences had a flat
f0 contour at 180 Hz and were termed NF for “normal”
rate and “fixed” f0. Within the second sentence group,
speech rate was purposefully slowed: Each phoneme was
empirically chosen to have a constant duration of 142.5 ms
(1.5 × the duration of NF phonemes) so that the resulting
stimuli were not exceptionally slow but were still perceptibly
different from those at the normal speech rate of 95 ms/
phoneme (Nejime & Moore, 1998; Yorkston et al., 1990).
This set was termed SF for “slow” rate and “fixed” f0. The
NF and SF stimuli were then processed in Praat (Boersma,
2001) to verify a flat f0 contour at 180 Hz.
Sentence Groups With Variations in f0: NN and NU
Two additional groups were synthesized using the

MBROLA program and subsequently modified using Praat
(Boersma, 2001). The first of these sets, termed NN for
“normal” rate and prosodically “natural” variations in f0,
was developed by overlaying the f0 contours of the produc-
tions of a native speaker of American English onto the flat
f0 contours of the NF stimuli using the open-source Vocal
Toolkit (Corretge, 2012). The native speaker was a 24-year-
old woman with no prior history of speech, language, or
hearing disorders. The speaker was instructed to produce
each sentence three consecutive times using her typical
rhythm, loudness, and pitch. A single repetition of each
886 • July 2019
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sentence that contained no pauses or misarticulations was
selected for further processing.

The speaker productions were then modified in Praat
to have a mean f0 of 180 Hz so as to match that of the
synthesized MBROLA sentences. Thereafter, the f0 contours
of the speaker productions were copied onto the NF stimuli
using the Vocal Toolkit to produce sentences with a modu-
lated f0 contour mimicking prosodically natural speech.
Each sentence was manually examined to ensure that the
f0 contour of the speaker was properly copied onto the
synthesized sentences. Specifically, the Vocal Toolkit “pitch
contour overlay” function failed to operate on areas with
no visible glottal pulses; these areas were manually manip-
ulated to match the f0 contour of the speaker. Manual
manipulation of the f0 contour in Praat was necessary in
approximately 25% of stimuli. Resulting samples were
then processed in Praat by using the Vocal Toolkit “pitch
contour smoothing” function at a level of 25% in order
to optimize correspondence between the suprasegmental
features of the speaker and that of the synthesized sentences.
The median f0 of each sample was then shifted to 180 Hz.

A final sentence group was produced by adapting the
NF set using the Vocal Toolkit in Praat. Here, the inverted
f0 contours of the native speaker were overlaid onto the
flat f0 contours of each respective NF sentence to simulate
“random” intonation. This method of simulating random
intonation was chosen instead of truly randomizing the f0
contours in order to maintain sample statistics. The median
f0 of each sentence was shifted to 180 Hz to match that of
the other stimulus sets. Prosodically unnatural intonation
was used in this experiment to investigate how random in-
tonations, such as those that could be implemented auto-
matically in speech synthesis, would affect the reception of
the resulting synthesized speech. This sentence group was
termed NU or “normal” rate and prosodically “unnatural”
variations in f0.

Stimulus Processing
Four sentence groups were produced, each containing

a modification to the same 16 sentences (see Appendix) with
a mean f0 of 180 Hz, for a total of 64 stimuli. The sentence
“Surprisingly, no other coffee place in town has free Internet”
is available in Supplemental Materials S1–S4 in .wav for-
mat for each group (i.e., NF [S1], SF [S2], NN [S3], and
NU [S4]). Speech-shaped noise was added for judgments of
intelligibility to simulate everyday speech in competing noise
environments (Anand & Stepp, 2015; Laures & Weismer,
1999; Miller, 2013). A signal-to-noise ratio of +3.5 dB was
chosen in order to minimize the potential for ceiling effects
to occur in listener orthographic transcriptions, as determined
by pilot testing. No noise was added to speech samples used
for judgments of naturalness.

Experimental Overview
Listeners completed two separate tasks within the same

session, presented in the following order: (a) orthographic
Vojtech e
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transcriptions and (b) naturalness ratings. The order in
which these tasks were presented was kept consistent to
minimize ceiling effects that may have otherwise occurred
if the listeners heard the speech samples without noise—as
in the naturalness task—prior to orthographically transcrib-
ing them. Because the level of experience with and exposure
to synthesized speech have been shown to influence word
recognition ability (Hustad et al., 1998; Venkatagiri, 1994),
no training regime was provided to the naive listeners be-
fore completing the two tasks. All stimuli were presented
to listeners using headphones (Sennheiser HD280 PRO) in a
quiet room. The computer volume level was set to play au-
dio samples at an average level of 80 dB SPL. The sound
pressure level was calibrated using a sound-level meter
with headphone coupler (Type 2250 Hand-Held Analyzer
with Type 4947 ½-in. Pressure Field Microphone, Bruel &
Kjaer, Inc.). Listeners were allowed to listen to each audio
sample a maximum of twice per task.

Orthographic transcriptions were collected through a
custom-built MATLAB GUI. Listeners transcribed five
stimuli from each of the four sets for a total of 20 sentences,
with one production per set repeated at the end for intralis-
tener reliability measures. Stimuli were counterbalanced so
that no listener heard the same sentence more than once
during the transcription task. Stimuli were also pseudoran-
domized within and between sets for each listener so that
each of the 64 stimuli was rated by four different listeners,
as is approximately consistent with prior intelligibility studies
(Cannito et al., 2012; Fontan, Tardieu, Gaillard, Woisard,
& Ruiz, 2015; Lagerberg, Johnels, Hartelius, & Persson,
2015; Stipancic, Tjaden, & Wilding, 2016; Tjaden, Richards,
Kuo, Wilding, & Sussman, 2013).

Next, listeners were familiarized with a description of
speech naturalness, which remained visible on a secondary
desktop screen throughout the naturalness session. Speech
naturalness was defined as “how speech conforms to the
listener’s standards of rate, rhythm, intonation, and stress
patterning and if it conforms to the syntactic structure of
the utterance being produced” (Yorkston et al., 2010). Ad-
ditionally, naturalness was described as “NOT the degree
to which speech can be understood or comprehended” to
attempt to control for the potential confound of intelligibility.
All participants were allowed to inquire about the meaning
of any of the words contained in the two definitions on the
secondary desktop screen; in such cases, a standard dictio-
nary definition was presented. Naturalness ratings were
then elicited through a custom-built MATLAB GUI that
presented a total of 76 sentences, including all stimuli
(16 sentences × 4 sentence groups; three sentences from each
condition repeated at the end for reliability). Because all
sentences were presented to each listener, no counterbalan-
cing was required as with the intelligibility task. Listeners
were asked to rate each stimulus on a 100-mm visual analog
scale (VAS), in which 0 represented completely unnatural
and 100 represented completely natural. The VAS was chosen
to evaluate naturalness because speech naturalness is con-
sidered to be metathetic, with a substitutive and qualitative
perceptual continuum, such that equal-appearing interval
t al.: Fundamental Frequency and Rate on Synthetic Speech 879
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scale, VAS, and direct magnitude estimation methods are
each valid methods to elicit listener judgments of naturalness
(Eadie & Doyle, 2002; Metz, Schiavetti, & Sacco, 1990).
Ratings were elicited for all sentences from all 16 listeners,
which is approximately consistent with or greater than
prior studies (Anand & Stepp, 2015; Eadie & Doyle, 2004;
Meltzner & Hillman, 2005; Ratcliff et al., 2002; Yorkston
et al., 1990).

Data Analysis
Performance Metrics

Naturalness was directly extracted from the mean
listener VAS scores, whereas intelligibility and communica-
tion efficiency were calculated from the orthographic
transcriptions. Intelligibility was evaluated using a custom
MATLAB script as the number of correctly identified words
in the transcription divided by the total number of words
in the original sentence. All transcriptions were manually
inspected for misspellings and homophones, which were
counted as correct. The communication efficiency ratio,
which was originally developed by Yorkston and Beukelman
(1981a) to evaluate speech performance in dysarthric
speakers, was adapted to reflect the rate of intelligible syn-
thesized speech (intelligible words per minute) from the
orthographic transcriptions when normalized by the mean
rate of intelligible natural speech produced by a group of
normal speakers (190 intelligible words/min). When overlay-
ing the f0 contours of the native speaker onto the synthesized
samples, the phonemic duration of the synthesized speech
samples was preserved. Because of this, the mean rate of in-
telligible speech was set to the standard rate for a group of
healthy speakers rather than to that of the native speaker;
this allows for comparison with other literature. The final
data set consisted of 256 ratings for intelligibility and com-
munication efficiency (64 stimuli × 4 ratings for each stimulus)
and 1,024 ratings for naturalness (64 stimuli × 16 ratings
for each stimulus).

Statistical Analysis
Intralistener reliability was evaluated for speech natural-

ness by computing the Pearson product–moment correlation
coefficients for each of 16 listeners using the naturalness
ratings of the repeated 20% of stimuli. Interlistener reliability
was assessed for speech naturalness using a two-way random
intraclass correlation (ICC) to evaluate the consistency of
agreement. A repeated-measures analysis of variance
(ANOVA) test was performed on the speech naturalness
ratings to evaluate the overall differences in mean naturalness
judgments between sentence groups. Participant was included
as a random factor with sentence group, sentence length (in
number of words), and the interaction between sentence group
and sentence length as fixed factors. An α level of .05 was
used for significance testing. Effect sizes were calculated
using a squared partial curvilinear correlation (ηp

2). A post
hoc analysis was conducted using a Tukey simultaneous test
to examine differences in mean naturalness ratings between
the four sentence sets. This post hoc analysis was selected in
880 American Journal of Speech-Language Pathology • Vol. 28 • 875–
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order to evaluate the effects of f0 and speech rate on perceived
speech naturalness.

Intralistener reliability was evaluated for the ortho-
graphic transcriptions by computing Pearson product–moment
correlation coefficients for the number of words correctly
transcribed in the original and repeated 20% of stimuli. Fol-
lowing Neel (2009), interlistener reliability was assessed
separately for the orthographic transcriptions of each of the
four sentence sets because listeners judged different sentences
in each group. A two-way mixed-effects model was employed
to evaluate the consistency of ratings. Two one-way ANOVAs
were then performed to evaluate the effect of sentence group,
sentence length, and the interaction between these two vari-
ables on outcome measures of intelligibility and communi-
cation efficiency, with participant as a random factor. An
α level of .05 was used for significance testing. Effect sizes
were calculated using a squared partial curvilinear correlation.
Post hoc Tukey simultaneous comparison tests were con-
ducted between sentence sets in order to investigate the impact
of f0 and speech rate on intelligibility and communication
efficiency.

Results
Speech Naturalness

Intralistener reliability of speech naturalness ratings was
completed on 16 participants; listeners with reliability lower
than .50 were removed from further analysis. The average
intralistener reliability across the remaining 14 listeners was
calculated as r = .74 (SD = .13, range: .67–.80). Interlistener
reliability for the 14 listeners was calculated as ICC = .89
(95% CI [.85, .93]).

Model 1 of Table 1 displays the summary for the
repeated-measures ANOVA test performed on speech
naturalness ratings for 14 listeners. The model for speech
naturalness explained approximately 51% (48% adjusted) of
the variance of the data.

A statistical power analysis revealed that we could
sufficiently detect effects as small as ηp

2 = .005 at the .05
significance level (two-tailed) with 80% power while using
a repeated-measures ANOVA design. Sentence group
showed a large effect size on speech naturalness (ηp

2 = .27),
whereas sentence length showed a medium–large effect (ηp

2 =
.14; Witte & Witte, 2010). The interaction between sen-
tence group and sentence length was not significant. Figure 1a
shows that, on average, prosodically natural sentences were
rated as the most natural (M = 55.8%), with slow-rate
sentences rated as the least natural (M = 18.3%). Post hoc
pairwise analyses revealed that the mean naturalness rat-
ings of all sentence groups were statistically different from
each other (padj < .05).

Speech Intelligibility and Communication Efficiency
Average intralistener reliability for orthographic

transcriptions was calculated for 16 participants, yielding
a mean of r = .95 (SD = .07, range: .8–1.0). All original
transcriptions were retained for further processing. The
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Table 1. Results of analysis of variance tests performed for speech naturalness (Model 1), intelligibility (Model 2), and communication efficiency
(Model 3).

Model

Factor df ŋp
2 F pNumber Response Type

1 Naturalness Repeated
measures

Participant 15 .29 26.3 < .001
Sentence group 3 .27 105 < .001
Sentence length 8 .14 16.7 < .001
Sentence Group × Sentence Length 24 0.85 .669

2 Intelligibility Mixed
effects

Participant 15 1.54 .094
Sentence group 3 .32 31.6 < .001
Sentence length 8 1.97 .051
Sentence Group × Sentence Length 24 1.45 .087

3 Communication
efficiency

Mixed
effects

Participant 15 1.57 .085
Sentence group 3 .31 30.9 < .001
Sentence length 8 .39 16.3 < .001
Sentence Group × Sentence Length 24 .20 2.10 .003
interlistener reliability was measured for each sentence group,
yielding an average of ICC = .48 (SD = .12, range: .31–.59).

Model 2 of Table 1 shows the mixed-effects ANOVA
results for speech intelligibility for 16 listeners. The model
for intelligibility explained approximately 49% (37% adjusted)
of the variance of the data, with sentence group producing
a large significant effect (ηp

2 = .31). Sentence length and the
interaction between sentence group and sentence length were
not significant. Post hoc pairwise analyses revealed that the
mean intelligibility ratings of sentences produced at a fixed
f0 level (i.e., NF, SF) were statistically different from those
of sentences produced with variation in f0 (i.e., NN, NU;
padj < .05). Unlike findings for speech naturalness, fixed-
f0 sentences were found to be, on average, more intelligi-
ble than variable-f0 sentences. Specifically, NF sentences
were the most intelligible (M = 73.0%), whereas NU
sentences were the least intelligible (M = 24.9%; see
Figure 1b).

Model 3 of Table 1 shows the mixed-effects ANOVA
results for communication efficiency for 16 listeners. The
model for communication efficiency explained approxi-
mately 61% (51% adjusted) of the variance of the data, for
which sentence group and sentence length each produced a
large effect (ηp

2 = .31 and .39, respectively). The interaction
between sentence group and sentence length was significant
in the model for communication efficiency, producing a
medium–large effect size (ηp

2 = .20). Post hoc pairwise anal-
yses revealed that (a) the mean communication efficiency
ratios of sentences produced at a normal rate and a fixed
f0 level were statistically different from those of all other
sentence groups (padj < .05) and (b) mean communication
efficiency ratios were not statistically different between the
sentence group produced with variation in f0. On average,
sentences produced at a normal rate and a fixed f0 level re-
sulted in the highest communication efficiency ratios (M =
55.0%; see Figure 1c). Of note, a statistical power analysis
revealed that, with power set at 0.8 and α = .05 (two-tailed),
our sample size of 16 was sufficient to detect only large
effects (ηp

2 = .33) when using this mixed-effects ANOVA
design.
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Discussion
The purpose of this study was to assess the extent to

which modulating the prosodic cues of speech rate and f0
differentially affects the social and functional reception of
synthesized speech. Four sets of synthesized sentences were
examined: (a) normal speech rate and fixed f0 level, (b) slow
speech rate and fixed f0, (c) normal speech rate with varia-
tions in f0 to mimic prosodically natural speech, and (d)
normal speech rate with variations in f0 to mimic prosodically
unnatural speech. We elicited judgments of naturalness and
orthographic transcriptions of speech from 16 listeners.
Three outcome measures were examined: perceived natural-
ness, intelligibility, and communication efficiency.
Perceived Naturalness
We hypothesized that sentences produced at a slower

rate would be perceived as significantly less natural than
those produced at a normal rate. Indeed, our results show
that sentences produced at a slower rate were rated as the
least natural of the four sentence groups. We also hypothe-
sized that introducing sentence-level variations in f0 would
enhance the perceived naturalness of synthesized speech,
regardless of whether the variations were prosodically natu-
ral or not. Our results showed that sentences with prosodi-
cally natural variations in f0 were found to be, on average,
perceived as the most natural. These findings are consistent
with those from Meltzner and Hillman (2005), wherein
prosodically natural variations in the f0 contour led to
improvements in the perceived naturalness of EL speech.
Most notable, however, is that both sentence groups with
variations in f0 were rated as more natural than those
without any f0 modulations. Overall, our findings suggest that
sentence-level f0 variation is a perceptually important factor
on the naturalness of synthesized speech, regardless of whether
the variation is prosodically natural or not. These results
can be used to inform the development of AAC devices to
enhance social communication: An f0 contour could be
automatically generated using general variations in f0 instead
t al.: Fundamental Frequency and Rate on Synthetic Speech 881
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Figure 1. Mean (a) naturalness ratings, (b) intelligibility scores, and
(c) communication efficiency ratios for sentence groups produced
at a fixed f0 (solid bars) and sentence groups produced with
variations in f0 (striped bars). NF = normal rate, fixed f0; SF = slow
rate, fixed f0; NN = normal rate, prosodically natural variations in f0;
NU = normal rate, prosodically unnatural variations in f0. Error bars
represent 95% confidence intervals. For (a), post hoc pairwise
comparisons revealed that the mean naturalness ratings between
all sets are statistically significant (all p values < .05). For (b)
and (c), brackets indicate mean differences between sets that are
statistically significant (p < .05).
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of requiring complex linguistic rulesets—or the user directly—
to provide a natural f0 contour.
Intelligibility
We hypothesized that sentence-level variations in f0

would reduce intelligibility while simultaneously enhancing
naturalness (Klopfenstein, 2016). In line with this hypothesis,
we found that synthetic speech produced at a fixed f0 level
was more intelligible than when produced with sentence-level
variation in f0. These results are in agreement with those
from Tjaden, Kain, and Lam (2014), in which resynthesized
speech with exaggerated prosodic contours did not produce
significant improvements in intelligibility. In that study, the
authors speculated that the exaggerated f0 range may
have been perceived as unnatural and, as a result, counter-
acted improvements in intelligibility. Similarly in this
study, it is possible that the unnaturalness of the sentences
with variations in f0 counteracted any improvements in in-
telligibility in the orthographic transcription task.

We also hypothesized that reducing the rate of syn-
thesized speech would improve intelligibility. In contrast with
our hypothesis and findings from Venkatagiri (1991), speech
rate did not have a significant impact on the intelligibility
of synthesized speech when produced at a fixed f0. This
finding may be a result of the diphone concatenation methods
of the MBROLA 2.00 algorithm. Specifically, decreasing
speech rate using MBROLA 2.00 only stretches the spectral
content of the sentence in time. Thus, acoustically relevant
properties of speech, such as voice onset time, are linearly
stretched in time to produce speech that sounds perceptually
slower but otherwise identical in spectral content. This is in
contrast to reducing the rate of typical speech, wherein the
temporal characteristics of phonetic segments are nonlinearly
related to the duration of articulatory gestures as a result
of coarticulation effects (Hertrich & Ackermann, 1995).
As such, our results demonstrate that this method of decreas-
ing speech rate was not associated with significant improve-
ments in the intelligibility of the synthetic speech output.
Communication Efficiency
Within this study, we employed communication effi-

ciency as an additional indicator of functional speech com-
munication. We hypothesized that reducing the rate of
synthesized speech produced in a noise-degraded environment
would improve intelligibility but reduce communication
efficiency. As hypothesized, the synthesized sentences pro-
duced at a normal speech rate and a fixed f0 level were
significantly more efficiently communicated than those
produced at a slow speech rate and a fixed f0 level. More-
over, the mean communication efficiency ratios between
sentences produced with sentence-level variations in f0 were
not statistically different from each other. These findings
suggest that our method of reducing speech rate led to deg-
radations in communication efficiency and that our methods
886 • July 2019
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of varying f0 did not significantly differ in their effects on
communication efficiency.

Effects of Sentence Length
Previous work has implicated sentence length as a

factor affecting the naturalness (e.g., Metz et al., 1990), in-
telligibility (e.g., Allison & Hustad, 2014; Frearson, 1985;
Hustad, 2007; Speaks & Jerger, 1965; Venkatagiri, 1994;
Yorkston & Beukelman, 1981b), and communication efficiency
(e.g., Frearson, 1985; Yorkston & Beukelman, 1981b) of
speech. Indeed, our results suggest that sentence length had a
significant impact on speech naturalness and communication
efficiency, with the interaction between sentence group and
sentence length producing a significant effect on communi-
cation efficiency. Yet even though communication effi-
ciency incorporates intelligibility in its calculation, sentence
length did not produce a significant effect in the model for
intelligibility. This result was not wholly unexpected because
Venkatagiri (1994) demonstrated that sentences with a mean
length of 11 words were as intelligible as those with a mean
length of five words. It should also be considered that the
communication efficiency ratio depends not only on intelligi-
bility but also on sentence duration and the rate of intelligible
speech.

It is possible that sentence length is confounded with
semantic predictability, particularly when considering the
significant impact of sentence length on the model for speech
naturalness. As an example, the sentence “How are you?” is
highly predictable, whereas “It’s a great place to meet with
friends and it’s often quiet enough to read a newspaper or
magazine” is sufficiently less predictable (Kalikow, Stevens,
& Elliott, 1977). In addition to this discrepancy in predict-
ability, the difference in length between these two utterances
is 16 words. Thus, it might be speculated that listeners per-
ceived some sentences as more unnatural than others as a result
of an interaction between sentence length and predictability.

Limitations and Future Work
Although our results provide insight into how modu-

lating speech rate and variation in f0 differentially impact
the intelligibility, naturalness, and communication efficiency
of synthetic speech, prosody is not limited to these elements.
Further investigation should be undertaken to encompass
all aspects of prosody, such as loudness and rhythm. In the
same vein, this study examined linguistic prosody; however,
the impacts of affective prosody should be also considered
for investigation.

It is also worth noting that the diphone concatenation
methods used to decrease speech rate may not be represen-
tative of natural decreases in speech rate. As such, different
methods of altering synthesized speech rate should be com-
pared using similar outcome measures. In addition, the
order of the orthographic transcription and naturalness rating
tasks was not randomized. Although this was designed to
minimize ceiling effects that may occur if listeners heard noise-
free sentences prior to transcribing them when presented in
Vojtech e
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noise, it is possible that an order effect occurred wherein
listeners perceived the sentences as more natural after
hearing them in noise during the orthographic transcription
task. Furthermore, it is unclear how experience level affects
auditory–perceptual ratings of synthetic speech; as a result,
the lack of a training regime prior to the naturalness task
may have affected the clarity of the task.

Although our repeated-measures ANOVA design to
assess perceived naturalness was sufficiently powered, it is
possible that our nonsignificant intelligibility and communi-
cation efficiency results were due to limited statistical power.
In order to limit learning in the intelligibility task while
using identical stimuli as in the naturalness task, we utilized
a mixed-effects ANOVA design. However, only large effects
could be detected with our sample size of 16 when using
this mixed-effects design. Smaller effects could exist and would
not be detected via this experiment. In this study, we found
that sentence length significantly impacted naturalness and
communication efficiency. Follow-up investigations should
balance sentence and semantic predictability to minimize
the impact of such characteristics on the outcome variables.
Furthermore, we chose to modulate f0 using the f0 contour
of a single speaker; however, prosodic cues differ among
individuals, particularly across genders (Fitzsimons, Sheahan,
& Staunton, 2001). A follow-up study could therefore investi-
gate synthesized speech reception using samples constructed
from the f0 contours of different individuals within a diverse
pool of participants (i.e., varying in gender, age, occupation,
location, etc.). Using these samples, the interaction between
speech rate and sentence-level f0 manipulations could also
be evaluated. The results of these studies would further inform
the implementation of automatic prosodic contour generation
in speech synthesis incorporated into AAC systems.

Conclusions
Providing AAC users with prosodic synthetic speech

output is a crucial step toward natural and intelligible
speech synthesis. Yet, the extent to which prosodic cues
differentially impact the social and functional reception of
synthesized speech must first be evaluated to inform the
implementation of prosodic control. Our results support a
trade-off between social and functional speech: Speech
produced with sentence-level f0 variation was less intelligible
and less efficiently communicated but perceived as more
natural compared to speech produced at a fixed f0 level.
Additionally, decreasing speech rate reduced perceived nat-
uralness but did not significantly impact intelligibility. With
these results in mind, next steps include expanding the in-
vestigation to AAC users to determine how acceptable these
individuals find the prosodically manipulated speech as an
output from an AAC device. Overall, the results from the
current investigation highlight the importance of considering
multiple measures to evaluate the effects of prosody on
synthesized speech, in addition to demonstrating preliminary
evidence for the differential effects of basic prosodic ma-
nipulation on the social and functional reception of synthe-
sized speech. Advances in knowledge surrounding the effects
t al.: Fundamental Frequency and Rate on Synthetic Speech 883
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of prosodic cues on synthesized speech will help to inform
the development of AAC devices to enhance the quality of
life of AAC users with limited speech capabilities.
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Appendix

Synthesized Sentences
1. I think the owner just bought a brand new location, but it’s in a really bad section of town.

2. You’re a magnificently beautiful person.

3. It’s a great place to meet with friends, and it’s often quiet enough to read a newspaper or magazine.

4. Surprisingly, no other coffee place in town has free Internet.

5. This is my pomegranate smoothie, not his.

6. How are you?

7. Give me the food, not the container.

8. Please call today if possible.

9. Departmental politics are beneficial to no one.

10. I should consult the encyclopedia for my experiment.

11. It’s really upsetting that his winter coat is not reversible.

12. The composer collided with the percussionist yesterday afternoon.

13. Sophisticated people have their own beliefs.

14. I demand additional information to be willing to invest in privatization.

15. What a corrosive personality.

16. The passengers grew restless during the everlasting voyage.
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